Videos or Movies?

Show your Village to the World!
by Jim Peters
Let’s start with the dictionary. Photography is the art or practice
of taking and processing photographs. Videography is the
practice or art of recording images with a video camera.
Cinematography is the art of photography and visual
storytelling in a motion picture or television show. We can use
and improve in all three areas to make a village video.

Types of Village Videos
Based on my YouTube and Facebook Group viewing experience, I
would classify village display videos into the following:
 Flyover Village Videos
 Vignette Scene Village Videos
 “Movies” That Also Show Your Village.
Flyover Village Videos are mostly what you’ll see, probably at
least 80% of the time. A person holds their camera (usually a
smartphone) at about neck height, pushes the “record” button on
their video, and moves around their village display.

Oftentimes the camera is in the vertical (portrait) position

.

These flyovers can be a single video or collection of clips, and are
usually shaky (you can get motion sickness!), and the camera
operator moves too fast trying to show you as much as possible.
Titles for the video are optional. Music is optional, or can be
heard in the room’s background, or is added in an editing stage.
You get the picture – this is what you want to avoid if you care
half as much about the quality of the video as you care about
your village display.
My last flyover was in 2016 Claire’s Christmas Village
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KvwmxC_zv4M&t=131s
from 1:08 to 3:01 of the video in an attempt to show the whole
village layout and the relationship of my town Newport, KY to
parts of Cincinnati, OH across the river. It’s not often that
flyovers work well, and my attempt makes me cringe today. A
few still photos with added Ken Burns Effect (more about this in a
later column) allow the viewer to see more and better.
Vignette Scene Videos are the next step up in the evolutionary
ladder. The video is comprised of short video clips and still
pictures. Some show the overall layout of the display, and others
show the details within the village. The camera stops to show
animated pieces. You are likely to see a spiffy title at the
beginning and music has been intentionally added as a video edit.
European village videos tend to be strong on landscaping and
pastoral vignettes. One of the absolute best is Christmas Village
2020 – 2021 by Ramon Hoeks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8ijNEaA3P8&t=2s
Short “Movies” That Also Show Your Village contain some
elements of cinematography – every video and still photo fills the
widescreen, details are highlighted and easy to see, vignettes and
music evoke feelings, scenes seem to fit the music. You’re glad
you watched this short movie, you’re amazed at some of the
features – figurines, landscaping, animation, lighting, building
arrangements, neighborhoods, new ideas, overall quality. This
short movie puts you in the seasonal spirit. You want to share
this video with others.

My favorite village video maker is pammyj100 because of her
creativity and spirit. She’s a muse. You’ll always see new and
amazing scenes and ideas in her videos. She creates truly what I
call Short “Movies” That Also Show Your Village. Prepare to have
a smile on your face.
My Christmas Village 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PxEfAkOhEo&t=208s
Department 56 and Lemax Christmas Village 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfFTF-Jo6VU&t=161s
There are also a smaller number of videos that could be called:
 How-To Construct Your Village Videos
 Time Lapse Construction Village Videos.
The best of these are informative and/or fun to watch. The HowTo videos often receive a large number of views, indicative of the
wide interest in video display construction.

What Do Viewers Respond To?
Before you begin taking pictures and videoing your village
display, you might consider who is going to be your audience.
Your primary target audience is the specific group of people
who will be most interested in seeing your video. Often, this
includes several groups.
We know for sure that model railroaders and seasonal villagers
are two different groups. Jim Kellow discussed this very topic in
his first “The Train Station” column at this website.
My experience is that viewers respond to people and animation.
The little people in your display are part of your intentionally

constructed vignettes. Animation can be created by using trains,
trolleys, cars, amusement park rides, lights, and figurine
movement. There are two audiences out there. Who is coming to
see your display?
The buildings in most Christmas villages, such as those made
by Lemax and Dept. 56 are around 1:48 scale, or O-scale. A
shack might actually be modeled in a slightly larger scale and a
lighthouse in a smaller scale so the larger buildings don’t
overwhelm the smaller ones. Most Lemax and Dept. 56 figures
are about 1:32, or closer to G-scale (1:24).
When you use 1:48 or O-scale figures (about 1.5 inches high)
they pretty much vanish from the scene and the conveyed
vignette also vanishes. What the viewer is then drawn to is
the motion – usually the train. This appeals the most to model
railroaders, and that is one reason why maintaining scale
becomes important to them.

Christmas villages or Christmas gardens are much more about
the vignette. The viewer is drawn mostly to other people – the
tiny villagers. The buildings and trains become secondary. The
village manufacturers figured this out 30 to 40 years ago, and

that is why the figures are more G-scale or 1:32 to 1:24 scale –
so that the figures and their scenes stand out.

The scale “inaccuracies” change the dynamic from an animated
model train – the train dominates, the buildings and people are
secondary – to the people and their vignettes, their stories.
People respond emotionally to other people and their situations.
Accompanying music can become a huge emotional tug, too!

So, before you start taking photos and making videos, are you
most interested in showing animation – trains, vehicles, lights,
amusement park rides, figuring movement?
Or, are most interested in showing seasonal vignettes? Or, maybe
a mix of both?

Vignettes
A vignette is a short impressionistic scene or description that
focuses on one moment, mood, idea, character, setting, or
object. The goal of a vignette is to make the viewer feel
something in a short space of time.
When possible, have the scene correlate to the music.
The recipe to creating a vignette that will leave your viewer
wanting more:
A) Keep it short,
B) Focus on details,
C) Express emotion – ‘tis the season!
D) Create an atmosphere, not a story.
The Big Crab Cake says it best, “Start a story. Allow the
viewer to finish the story.”
Your vignettes don’t have to tie together to create a full story.
After all, it’s a village and inside that imaginary village lots of
different vignettes are happening simultaneously (just like in a
real life village or neighborhood).
It’s the little people and their stories that make the vignette, that
convey the emotion. The buildings, while quite nice, can be an
important part of the backdrop. People respond mostly to other
people (unless you’re an architect).
I really like buildings that contain windows with a small 3D scene
inside the building. That means a vignette or story is happening
inside the building. Most of our actors or action (the figurines or
little people) occur outside the buildings.
Within your village display are vignettes – use them for your
viewers.

Do you have a story? Or, several themes?
If you’ve thought about your audience and their needs, you’re
ready to start using your camera.
Below is a Sony HDR-AX200 video camera – about $3,500 retail
new. This reminds me of a scene from Crocodile Dundee – “He’s
got a knife!” “That’s not a knife – THIS is a knife!”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQrLPtr_ikE

Many people may have a modern digital SLR (single lens reflex)
camera – about $300 to $3,000. Most modern digital versions can
take both photos and videos.

Popular among the young are Go Pro type cameras that can take
video and photos. These are excellent cameras.

Most of us have a truly remarkable piece of photo/video
technology in our pockets or purses – the modern smartphone.

I’m an iPhone user, and starting way back with the iPhone 5S
(year 2013) the camera quality became amazing.
I’ve graduated from an old Motorola Razr flip phone (2005) to the
original iPhone (2007 Christmas present) to iPhone 4 (2012) to
iPhone 6 (2015) and now to iPhone 11 (2019). Android
smartphones have kept pace and some models exceed Apple
camera technology.
In 2014 I used a Casio Exlim EX-FH20 camera and an iPhone 4,
and those photos and video clips look fuzzy. My iPhone 6 took
over duties in 2015 and clarity improved dramatically. In 2019 I
bought the iPhone 11 because some favorite apps wouldn’t
update (needed a higher level IOS that the iPhone 6’s memory
couldn’t handle) and the 11’s camera was a substantial
improvement.
I’m going to presume that most of you have a good
smartphone to use. If you own a DSLR camera, you’re already
probably a better photographer than I am. We all can use some
refresher education and a different perspective.

Are You Ready to Take Pictures?
Camera Settings
Go to Settings, choose Camera, choose Formats, choose Most
Compatible. This will give you the best resolution for in-close
photos.
The iPhone will default to High Efficiency because this will
optimize space on your phone. If you struggle with low storage,
then keep it as High Efficiency unless you REALLY need a high
quality image. If you choose Most Compatible it will not compress
your photo and will save it with a .JPG file format.
Most of the time, you aren’t going to be able to tell the difference
between the two formats. But, if you’re photographing something
with a lot of detail, you might notice that if you zoom in really
close, your photo will be grainy. To avoid this, just tap on the
Most Compatible option. Voila! No more grainy photos.
While still in Settings and Camera, click the Grid switch On. We’ll
cover why we chose this later.
Video Settings
Go to Settings, choose Camera, choose Record Video, and choose
4K at 60 fps (High Efficiency). This will give you the highest
resolution and smoothest video clips.
At this setting your video clip will use 400 MB per minute.
Worried about space on YouTube for your video? Their maximum
is 128 GB or 12 hours, so at 400 MB per minute you have almost
27 minutes. That ought to be enough!

Let’s Use Our Camera to Take Photos
I’m starting with photographs to use in creating a video. Videos
shot in widescreen feel more cinematic. The aspect ratio (screen
width by screen height) has the power to immediately make a
scene feel more epic and intense.
While you may not have realized it before, widescreen is actually
how we see the world. Don’t believe me? Give this a try. Take
your hands and place one at the very highest and one at the very
lowest point that is still within your field of view without moving
your head or eyes. Now do the same thing on the sides. Your
peripheral vision allows you to see much more to the sides than
you can see vertically – essentially you see in widescreen!
While widescreen in the home is relatively new, films have been
produced this way for 70+ years. The goal of a great movie is to
immerse you in the film so well that you feel like you are there
with the performers. Widescreen movies are better at this by
nature because they allow the picture to fill nearly your entire
field of vision. This is why films have been shot this way – to
draw you in and make you feel like you’re part of the action.
Widescreen or a 16x9 aspect ratio is the screen size for a modern
TV or computer monitor. Standard or 4x3 aspect ratio is the most
common format for old-fashioned cathode ray tube TVs and
printed pictures.

Always-Always-Always shoot photos in Landscape mode to fill
the YouTube video screen – a 16x9 aspect ratio (widescreen).

Now, here’s a small problem. Photos in shot in landscape will
most likely be a 4x3 aspect ratio (standard). That’s how most
people prefer their printed photos. In many digital cameras and
latest edition smartphones, you can adjust the Settings to take a
widescreen 16x9 photo. Later, I’ll discuss ways to adjust standard
4x3 photos into widescreen 16x9 photos.

YouTube (and Facebook) displays videos with different aspect
ratios based on the platform and video format. The YouTube
video player automatically adapts to the size of each individual
video. The standard aspect ratio for YouTube on a computer is
16:9. If your video has a different aspect ratio such as 4x3, the
YouTube player will automatically change to the ideal size to
match your video and the viewer’s device.
Here’s the rub – if you have a mix of video clips shot in
widescreen 16x9 and photos shot in standard 4x3, then you will
have sections in your finished video with “black bars.” Widescreen

video clips played on a standard platform will have black bars on
top and bottom. Photos played on a widescreen platform will have
black bars on the sides. The net result is a non-cinematic or
unprofessional appearance.

Remember I said always shoot with the camera in landscape
positioning? Here is what the final product looks like when a
portrait photo or video clip is part of your final video.

If you really, really want the viewer to tunnel-vision onto
something in a scene, find a video editor that has a “spotlight”
feature. The picture above is non-cinematic; the picture below
has a cinematic feature.

I was slow to learn about black bars, but finally figured it out in
2017. The first picture below is from my 2015 video – a 4x3
photo inside a widescreen format.

Next, shown below is a shot from my 2016 video with widescreen
video clip placed inside a standard 4x3 format video. Oh! The
black bars!

Your video looks best when it’s all in one aspect ratio – no black
bars!
It’s easier to change the aspect ratio of photos from 4x3 to
16x9. If you have iOS 13 or higher there is a way to crop and
change a video clip from 16x9 to 4x3.
The most modern edition smartphones have settings that enable
you to take photos directly in widescreen 16x9 format. On the
iPhone 11 you can choose between three aspect ratio options
when shooting in the Camera app: 1:1, 4:3, and 16:9. To get to
the different shooting modes, follow these steps (check your
own smartphone’s procedure by Googling it or search how-to on
YouTube).
1. Launch the Camera app, turn the phone to landscape, then
tap the chevron “<” at the left side of the viewfinder to reveal
the hidden drawer.

2. Tap the 4:3 button in the toolset that appears directly below
(or to the side of) the viewfinder.

3. Select your preferred aspect ratio (16x9) from the expanded
4:3 button menu.

4. Proceed to take your shot.

Buy an App to Take 16x9 Photos
In the Apple App Store there is an app called Camera+ Legacy for
$2.99 that has a setting that will enable you to take photos in the
16x9 widescreen mode. It has a number of other photo editing
features, too.
There are several ways to alter the aspect ratio of a finished
photo.
Screenshot Feature
Every smartphone has a screen shot feature – capturing a photo
of what’s displayed on your screen. On the iPhone pull up a photo
and rotate your phone to landscape, then pinch and expand to
fully fill the phone’s widescreen landscape screen. Move it around
to choose the widescreen rectangle you want, and then press the
buttons that use the screenshot feature on your smartphone. You
are essentially cropping an existing photo. You will lose some
resolution in the finished photo.
Photo Editing
On the iPhone’s Photos app pull up a photo, click on Edit (upper
right corner), click on the Crop icon (shown below), click on the
Sizing icon (shown below), and choose 16:9 for Widescreen. Then
pinch and expand to fill the screen. Click on the Lighting icon and

adjust for Highlights, Exposure, Brilliance, Shadows, Contrast,
Black Point, Saturation, Vibrance, Warmth, Tint, Sharpness,
Definition, or Vignette. Choose Done when finished.
Crop

Sizing

Windows Editing
The Photos app (free) in Windows 10 gives you all kinds of
options to get your photos looking their best. You can easily crop,
rotate, add filters, and enhance (Light, Color, Clarity) your
photos. In File Explorer, right click on a photo, choose Open with,
and choose Photos. In Photos, choose Edit & Create, choose Edit,
choose Aspect Ratio, and choose 16:9 Widescreen. Move picture
around until you get what you want. Then choose Adjustments.
Use the slider bars to adjust Light, Color and Clarity to desired
change. Then Save (to replace the file) or Save a Copy.
I use the Photos app in Windows 10 on every photo, even those
that are already widescreen 16x9. It allows me to adjust the final
lighting (Light), add or remove some Color, and adjust the
Clarity.
In my next issue on The Village Collector, we’ll cover the
fundamentals of photo and video composition.
Questions, comments and/or suggestions are always welcome. I’ll
do my best! You can contact me at: jpetersgolfpro@gmail.com,
419 Washington Avenue, Newport, KY 41071.

